
Report on  

National Workshop on Local Governments for Social Justice and Gender Equity 

As a part of Kudumabsree team I have got the opportunity to attend this seminar on 11
th

 and 

12th July at KILA training center, Thrissur.  

Introduction 

Our nation’s evolution as an independent republic was built on the pillars of “The 

Constitution”.  

The fundamental rights given under Indian constitution confirm the ultimate goal of our 

Nation as a “Peoples Republic”. “The People” should include every individual resides as a 

citizen in this country irrespective of caste and gender.   

The rights guaranteed under the Constitution should prevail to fulfill a” just society”.  This 

aspect confers importance to the roles of Governance- A just society can only be made 

through just governance.  The 73
rd

 and 74
th

 amendments, which validate the people centric 

approach in Governance through Panchayathi Raj institutions, envisage a just and inclusive 

governance to achieve the goals of Constitution.    

Social Justice and Gender Equity:  

Social justice in local self governance is important as it set the quality of governance. Social 

justice means Justice in terms of distribution of wealth, opportunity and privileges within a 

society. Access, equity, rights and participation are the basic of social justice. An inclusive 

policy, which in practice, can only ensure these four aspects. Sustainable Development Goals 

aims to develop the progammes by Gram Panchayths in which the prime aspect should be 

social justice. 



Gender equity is an elevation to these points where fairness of opportunities and justice 

ensured for women men and transgender irrespective of their gender roles.  

Aims and objectives 

Strengthening local self governance with people’s participation is an ongoing process. To 

achieve the goals we have to encompass the principles of social justice and Gender equity in 

local self governance.  In India it varies in practice. For e.g. a state like Kerala where local 

self governance is converted in to a peoples plan through decentralized plan process, the 

chances to address these issues with policy and practical parameters are high. But in other 

parts of India, it’s only a process which is in its infant stages.  

This workshop intends to mobilize and share insights and practices of local governance of 

India on social justice and gender equality, also to evolve a plan to promote the same in local 

governance.  

The participants 

There were participants from different states in India with their varied designations and areas 

of activities. This ensures healthy and diverse discussions on different topics. The Gram 

Panchayth Pramughs (president) share their experiences in Local Governance. Several policy 

levels interventions shared by various participants.    

The process  

The main workshops theme is “Local Governance for Social Justice and Gender Equality”. 

There were also sub themes such as and gender responsive local self governance, children 

friendly LSG, LSG and aged, LSG and differently able, the aspects scheduled caste and 

scheduled tribe in Local self Governance. 



An introductory session on each sector held with theme presentation and two or three 

prevailing experiences shared by select participants.  

Then the participants divides in to four groups and discussed each subject’s based on pre 

determined pointers which includes the current status, the policy level interventions, model 

practices and capacity building practices. A person reports the discussion points and another 

select person as the group’s “commission” consolidates and submit for final presentation.  

Learning from sessions  

Rajasthan , Maharastra, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka(group 

participants)  

In gender responsive local governance general status in states are below par.  

Maharastra and rajsthan have draft policy on women and child sectors. 

There is one impressive Capacity building program for women elected members in 

Maharashtra- a virtual training program- Kranthi Jyothi 

Rajsatta antholan in Maharasthra trains hubands of elcted members. 

Social audit checks the malpractices in Maharashra.  

In child friendly local governance almost all states tries to take actions but status till lags 

Center sponsored schemes are implemented in states.  

Kerala have policy implemented in this sector, Maharsthra and Rajasthan have draft policy. 

Religious Matts involves in Karnataka programms. 



Local Governments and Scheduled Tribes. : There are several policies and programs in states 

but the gap in implementation affects the effectiveness.  

In Aged friendly local governance Kerala have vision and care in policy making and 

implementation. Other states have no such common programs. Pension schemes and some 

service distribution activities are practices in LSG. 

In Scheduled Castes several programs are practices in states, most of the common in nature. 

Still SC’s programs are not effective in socializing the community.  

Differently able friendly local governments are a concept in which only Kerala have effective 

policy and activities. Other states provide common assistance programs but a policy level 

intervention has to be done.            

The gains  

By this method we can acquaints with varied aspects in each sector.  We can also gather best 

practices from different areas for introducing in our Panchaythi Raj system.  

One other important aspect of this workshop was the emphasis of introducing policy in each 

sector for effective implementation. We, Kerala can proudly take honor in this as there were 

in-depth concerns on policy making for effective implementation of social schemes.  

The workshop gave a vision on these aspects and could help this participant in future 

practices as a Kudumbashree facilitator.  

Also opinions from distinguished personalities like former Chief Secretary of Kerala Sree 

Vijayanad IAS, Planning Board Member Dr. Mridul Eppan, KILA director Dr. Joy Elamon 

gave new insights on development aspects and importance of policy level interventions 



Conclusion 

It was an enriching experience to participate this seminar. As for starting a discussion on 

subject, this workshop accomplished its goals.  

 

Submitted by 

Jatheen Jathavedan  

DPM Gender, Idukki  

 


